Cy wy iad • Introduc ion
This issue is very special because it gives the opportunity for four of
our regular contributors to have more than their usual number of
poems in print and for readers to get a fuller idea of what these poets
are about.
The variety - I hope you'll agree - is quite amazing. Like Welsh rock
bands, we've got our own Super Furry Richards, StereoJazz,
Catatonia Roberts and Alun "Cale" Rees (who's been going as long as
John Boy). All four are members of Cymru Goch, the Welsh Socialists
(hope they've paid their subs).
Cymru Goch has been inextricably linked with poetry since its inceplion, but there isn't a cultural wing of the party as such. Most of these
poets are also activists in a wider sense and, while verse is vital,
we've never kidded ourselves that it's all that matters.
However, these four all represent a commitment to poetry which
speaks for and to the people about their everyday struggles. In the
words of that great Chilean singer-songwriter Victor Jara:
So the poet will go on singing
as long as my spirit breathes
down the roads of the people
both now and forever.

It is possible to be political, personal and also to create enjoyment
and inspiration at the same time. That is what Jara aspired to and
achieved in his native land and beyond. Hopefully our magazine goes
some way towards that here in Cymru.
I would like to thank Andrew Bartz for the cover design, photographer Al
Jones for his excellent portraits, fellow editor Marc Jones for his hard work
and all the Red Poets for their total dedication in the face of hi-jacking by
apoliticals, heckling by hams and reading which didn't exist. I'm already
planning issue 6. Please send me your rebel rhymes, rants and raps.

Mike Jenkins
(co-editor)
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Jazz notes
In the same year the first LP charts were published in the Melody
and the soundtrack to South Pacific became a number one hit,
my mum and dad were busy having the first of their six little hits, me.
My mum was a housewife and my dad a miner. I was born in Neath,
not that I had a lot of choice in the matter.
Anyone who's met and spoken to me might think I've had no education at all - and they'd be right! I did turn up to Llangatwg Comp for
five years. I left on a bus, the same way I'd normally arrived. All I had
to show were the bruises of bullies and the fact that I was dyslexic.
Although, being dyslexic, I can't spell the word.
I've worked as a milkman and miner but not at the same time! Whilst
working as a miner I went "nuts" and in the mental hospital discovered creative writing for the first time.
In 1977 I became a punk rocker, playing the music and going to
many gigs.
Two years later, after a dispute with a copper, the Queen made me
an offer I couldn't refuse. I received 10 months free board and lodging
at one of HM's approved guesthouses.
In 1991 I became a members of the writers' circle in Neath and started getting involved in the politics of CND (not just because I could
spell it) and Rock Against Racism.
I'm a committed Christian and Socialist. Up until last year I was a
member of the Labour Party but when New Labour gained power II
left to join Cymru Goch. I still don't see my poetry as political with a
large P. I've been a member of the Red Poets since 1994 and a stalwart
of the group.

Maker

Jazz
Welcome to the Bronx
(I)
Can you see the writing on the wall?
Can you hear the bricks as they fall?
Can you see the kids with the dirty faces?
Can you see their blood between the spaces?
Can't see no future, cos there is no future,
can't see no future, cos there is no future,
welcome to the Bronx.
Forgive me God if I'm angry,
forgive me God if it makes me mad,
forgive me God if I grit my teeth when I smile,
but it's all so sad.
Can't see no future, cos there is no future,
can't see no future, cos there is no future,
welcome to the Bronx.
The world falls down around some people's heads,
and when it does, it's hard to believe
it makes such a bloody mess.
Just look around and see, just look around to see,
welcome to the Bronx.
(II)
"It's Somewhere to live ,
the half-paralysed pensioner said,
"It's Somewhere to live.
I know it's a mess.
The kids make it that way
because there's nowhere for them to play,
but it's Somewhere to live anyway".
"It's Somewhere to live"
the single mother said,
"It's Somewhere to live",
as her kids run around her legs,
"Sometimes I think we'd be better off dead,
but it's Somewhere to live
and the council couldn't care less".

(III)
Red bricks scatter,
windscreen shatters,
walls get knocked down.
Is this my town?

Children crying,
we've given up trying,
it drags me down.
Is this my town?

Jazz
Big man
He was a big man
built like a pit prop,
played rugby like a scrum prop,
ate his dinner from plates
the size of dustbin lids,
ate bread the size of doorsteps.
He was a big man.
He was a big man,
could drink you under the table,
could drink you under the floorboards,
could kill you with one hand tied behind his back
and bury you in his garden.
He was a big man.
He was a big man,
played rugby for Wales,
played rugby for his local club,
beat up his wife
when he came home from the pub,
beat up his kids
when they tried to stop him.
He was a big man.
He was a big man,
went to work everyday,
went down the pub every night,
played darts and pool
with his mates
and had a laugh about giving a few dabs
to the wife.
He was a big man.
He was a big man,
worked like an ox,
kicked like a mule,
stood six foot five off the floor,
weighed twenty stone,
but he cried like a baby
the night he got home
and found the note that said

his wife and children had left.
He looked so small,
maybe he wasn't such a big man after all.

The Black Year
My father was a miner
and I chose that way.
To get up at 5.30
to start the working day.
I know what it's like
to go down the pit at six
as a means of earning
my pay.
Never to see the sun
or feel the summer breeze.
I know what it's like
to go home with dust
up my nose
and in my eyes
and bring it up
everytime I sneeze.
I know what it's like
to be a miner
and work for a pittance
of pay.
I know what it's like
to watch friends lose arms,
legs and fingers,
in a working day.
I know what it's like
to look for a job,
now that they're few
and far between.
When I hear the government talk
about closing pits.
It all sounds so obscene.

It's alright for MI's
in Parliament,
for them the daylight
is always at hand.
They can walk
outside the doors,
or open windows,
so it's hard for them
to understand.
I know what it's like
to be a miner
and live in a mining
community.
I know what it's like
to watch shops close down
with the mines;
to see the dole queue grow
and hear the women cry;
to see the town die around me
and turn to a graveyard overnight.
I know what it's like
and don't care what
the government says.
The truth is they're taking
more than mines away.
Can we let them destroy
all that we've got?
I know what it's like
to be Welsh
and to be proud,
like the rest of my brothers
and all the miners.
I refuse to wear
any foolish government's
shroud.

Jazz
Dynamo (The Moon
dedicated to Robert Andrew Krakuski (1959-90)
You were the dynamo,
you set the night on fire.
You were the dynamo,
a living light.
You were a windmill
so full of power
you drove the band
through the night.
You hit the skins,
you made the beat.
You were driver
from the drummer's seat.
You were the transformer
so full of power.
You drove the band
by the hour.
You were the raging moon,
you were the hottest sun.
You blew yourself out
long before day had come.

Jazz
Here she co es e e she co es
She's a storm in a T-shirt,
she's a ballerina in a pair of jeans,
she's once in a lifetime,
a dream forever,
wilder than the wind,
brighter than t.he sun,
dances like a hurricane.
Look out man,
Here she comes!
Here she comes!
She's a bra-less wonder,
a taste of the truth,
got a movement like a Swiss watch,
the embodiment of youth,
she's a bird of freedom
with wings of desire,
moves faster than a rocket ship,
she'll set you on fire..
Breath in deeply man,
Here she comes!
Here she comes!
Here she comes,
here she comes,
wetter than the rain,
brighter than the sun,
dances like a hurricane.
like a flash of lightning.
Look out man,
Here she comes!

The Raven
As black as coal
with air of death,
as it pecks at the bones
and eats the flesh,
the birds of witches and warlocks
in the age of the dark.
The peering eye and glossy neck,
the heavy bill
that was made to wreck
all that it eats,
together with the tonue of steel,
means nothing is safe or out of reach.
The strength of the wings,
combined with size of the tail,
means that in flight
the raven cannot fail.
The so-called bird of the devil,
but I'll never understand why
such a name was given
to a master of the sky.

Equal Opps
I'm a little tadpole living in a bog,
First I'm going to grow front legs,
Next I'm going to grow back legs,
And then I'll turn into a frog.
Which is a shame really
because I wanted to be a train driver.
So much for bloody equal opportunities!
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Jazz
Some sort of pride
(some sort of pain)
The sin of speaking English
is not a crime I commit willingly.
It is just a symptom of the problem
that the Anglo-Saxons forced on me.
First they stole our culture,
then they took our pride,
now they stamp out our language
in a subtle act of genocide.
Forgive me if I talk in the tongue of butchers
but I've already bled at their knives,
I'm not a willing collaborator,
just a casualty of these times.
Of a once proud race I speak
but I don't see them anymore.
Neither do I see the dragon
and the green and white
where the English flag is flown.
Of a once proud country I was a part,
but I don't feel it anymore,
we're just a state of a land
across the Severn Bridge
where the English flag is flown.
My spirit aches for a time long ago
when we had pride in what we were,
but now we just sit and do what we're told,
as the dragon's blood flows on the English throne.

Jazz
How twee is my valley?
Dai works all day down the pit
filling drams at face 66,
then he walks home to his cottage,
not quite tired
and has his bath in a little tin bucket by the fire.
Next he rushes down his grub
and off he goes to the local club,
played a game of rugby like a Neanderthal Man,
back in for a drink, doesn't give a damn,
got drunk with the boys who played their part,
then asked Blodwyn to play the harp,
sung with the choir and had a laugh
and now appears the sheep at last.
Now Dai gets up from his socially deprived
little hole
just in time to sign the dole.
Warms his bum in front of the fire,
burning stolen coal.
Now he takes his time with his grub
to pretend he's had a lot
before he hits the pub.
No more rugby now he's an old man,
watches the daffodils growing between the empty beer cans,
but he still goes down to sing with the choir,
he's got the tenor's part,
as he passes the five-legged sheep that graze in the park.
"Sheep ain't got five legs," I've heard it said,
but Welsh sheep have since Chernobyl landed on their heads.
How green is my Giro - it's a Welshman's life,
we'll all sing til the closing titles pass before our eyes.
THE END
Holywood gets thousands of pounds for making the Welsh look thick,
(we get nothing for putting up with it)
AND THAT'S WHAT MAKES ME SICK!
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The Falklands Revisited
It's March now
but there are no flowers on their graves,
nobody keeps their graves clean,
nobody on that wind-swept island
kneels at their graves.
A friend of mine told me
the biggest rubbish dump
on the whole ice-covered island
is behind the Welsh cemetery.
Maybe this says something
about the whole bloody war.

Alun Rees Notes
Why write political poetry? The sub-genre is, after all, widely regarded as the illegitimate offspring of the literary world. Political novels
are fine: think Traven, London, Solzhenitsyn and scores of others.
Political plays too: think Brecht, Wesker, O'Neill and many more. But
political poetry tends to arouse patronising derision in the literary
establishment.
This is puzzling. All good poets are, in one way or another, rebels, so
why should indignafion on behalf of the oppressed and the underprivileged be seen as somehow less worthy a source of inspiration
than the rage that drove great war poets like Sassoon and Owen?
True, much overly political poetry is trash: banal, simplistic and
repetitive. However, the same charge can be levelled at any sort of
poetry. Is bad political poetry any more tedious than the introverted
dribblings of navel-obsessed confessional writers, sentimental dabblings in myth and legend, travel diaries chopped up into separate
lines or turgid pleadings on behalf of special interests, which have the
advantage over taking up the verbal cudgels on behalf of the poor of
being part of the hallowed fabric of radical chic?
Much, maybe most, published poetry is bad; but the badness lies in
the poetry not in the driving force behind it. Poets should write with
heart and brain and gut to try to make sense of the world. If the poet
is moved by indignation about the condition of humanity, he or she
should respond to that feeling. This is not an entitlement; it is a duty.
Political poetry comes as natural to me as breathing. My poetry may
be as bad as the vast majority of editors and publishers imply when
they reject it, but nobody brought up in the political cockpit of
Merthyr could ignore the brutal contempt for justice demonstrated
through age after age by the ruling classes in a capitalism-driven
world.
Idris Davies, despite being published by England's top poetry house,
has never had his real due in Wales. Praise is muted and usually
heavily qualified. Yes, he wrote some awful stuff but who hasn't?
Shakespeare wrote some awful stuff. Wordsworth made a career of it.
Given a choice between inhabiting a sub-genre with Davies (who
was, even at his worst, still fiercely alive and full of fire) or keeping
company with the limp-wristed, self-obsessed, salon-haunting purveyors of platitutes divorced from the real world but wedded to the
public hand-out, I'll stick with Davies. He was for tmth. He was for
justice. He was for the people.

Alun Rees
Horses
The horses of my childhood brought us bread,
pulling their carts up crazy tilted roads.
They brought us milk and fruit up Merthyr's hills,
and along our unmade street their hooves dug ponds
where, after rain, we sailed our paper boats
into a dream of landfalls and new worlds.
Then, when the fleets had sunk, we'd toss in pebbles,
and study ripples that widened to the shore
in solemn, silent mystery. Such a debt
we owed those patient, labouring beasts. They were
the lifelines of our straggling valley towns.
And then cmae vans and trucks and suchlike things.
Off to the knacker's yard my horses went,
and to my shame I never wept at all.
Mechanised things brought bread and all the rest.
They were demanding creatures, so the council
smoothed out the street and took away our ponds.
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Alun Rees
The wolf in Arnhem Zoo
Something there is in a wolf that wan't be caged,
something beyond the human eye's horizon.
Captivity cannot contain it, only kill.
This wolf's a young one, new to prison.
He paces, puzzled, a world gone strangely small.
Nearby, bored panthers wait for death's parole.
Someone has put a lid on the wolf's sky,
someone has taken his timberline away
and wired the world off-limits. He has no god,
no sociological theory, to explain
these curbs on being. So he walks confused,
ill-used, not knowing by whom, or why, ill-used.
Children, as wild as the wire-hopping sparrows
who taunt wolf-puzzlement with cage-disdaining antics,
buzz prisons with delight. Grey adults trudge
worn paths, keep off the grass, ignore the implicit
comparison. A cage is more than bars.
Whose freedom has been shut behind which bars?
Something in some far corner of the heart
goes wild, goes wolf. Cage it, lest it should pass
free of unnatural curbs. The children, doomed
to waste their wildness, are herded back to class
to write of trapped things seen. And page by page
orthodoxies, bar by bar, construct their cage.

Alun Rees
Joy rider
This child of night, hot-wired into motion,
snarls blindly down a headlit avenue,
a headlong refugee from some dismay
who rages out of darkness into dark.
A missile with no pre-determined target,
his flight-path random but his effect profound,
he's programmed for destruction. At his impact
some innocence will wither in the blast.
He's like a graphic in a video game,
controlled by forces he knows nothing of.
And yet he thinks he has a destiny.
Mirages rear as his headlights tug him on.
His joys are stolen, and the taste is bitter.
His existence is a progress out of wreckage
to final ruin. When the lights go out,
he is a warhead, toxic with despair.
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Alun Rees
Death of a working man
What did he see as his eyes popped,
as his heart flapped, as his heart flopped
like a boated fish?
Did death dull his every sens?
Did he know the mouth on his,
the first kiss for many a year
that wished him vigour?
DId he feel the fist that bruised his chest,
the first blow aimed at him in kindness?
Did he stir to the sting of needles?
Or did he only know the great eye,
the eye of God, cold as a pike's?
From the warmth of amniotic waters he was hauled
five and sixty years before
to drown in life
as a fish will drown in air,
until the muscles of his heart
rebelled, said "That's enough."
And they were right.
He who had always hated strikes
met a picket line that none could cross.
Atrium, ventricle, left and right,
formed a united front. The gates were closed.
The plant shut down; it had done its job
and its day had come.

A Itin

Rees

The lilies of the field
Consider the lilies of the field:
they neither toil nor spin,
so they must perish, root and leaf,
to let a by-pass in.
Where lilies bloomed and children played
goes commerce in procession,
while those was wrought destruction take
a hefty tax concession.
Let little children come to me
in search of help and hope:
I'll tell them they must wait until
my profits give me scope.
And all the sick and old and lame
must do the best they can,
and save till they can pay their way
like the honest wealthy man.
They say that men weighed down by gold
can't pass through heaven's door,
but a credit card will get you in.
There's a waiting list for the poor.
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Aluit Rees
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Valley fighters

My father's face was a map of weariness. Wrinkles like rivers
had eaten away all smoothness, eroded
the last acres of youth. Crow's feet closed
around his eyes like bad-weather fronts.
His hands were gloved with callouses. He'd had to fight life.
He came home smelling of bread and horses,
empty of everything but the hunger for rest.
Yet he found time to listen, and to talk.
He talked of Redmond Coleman, Gilbert Beynon,
of Wilde and Farr and Welsh, our fierce folk-heroes,
the hard lean men from ragged mining villages
who find a kind of light in smoky halls.
There was envy in his voice, mixed with pride.
He'd clench his fists while he talked, pounding his knees.
Then, when he'd finished, those calloused hands
fell empty. He'd given all he had.

Aluiz Rees
State of the nation
Dreamer Taffy sits at history's hearth
trying to make out shapes in the flames.
He's looking for a past
on which to build a future.
Your past has been packaged, Taffy,
and it's on sale to tourists;
tea-towels showing women with tall hats,
trays with the words of the national anthem,
loving-spoons, mini miners' lamps,
bits of Blaenavon coal mounted in plastic.
This is your heritage, boy. Your past
speaks in a small, unreal voice.
You've tried to built it on the rubble
of an Arthurian dream,
on Madoc's supposed voyage,
on a few suspect Mandan words.
Your past is fake. The sound of reality
comes via Japanese transistors
assembled in Bridgend. American rythms
throb through your air-waves.
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Alun Rees
The unknown soldier
Gassed and gutted at the Somme,
pounded to rubbish at Verdun,
fired to nothing by a bomb
that made the holy angels run;
died at Crecy and Agincourt,
died in the flames of Dresden's hell,
died at Midway and Anzio,
murdered by blade, by shot, by shell;
died at Shiloh and Valley Forge,
died in Iwo Jima's mud,
died for a blood-crazed world to gorge
blood, blood, blood, blood;
died on many a foreign field;
died once too often one bloody day;
the clouds grew dark as the tomb was sealed;
and no one to roll the stone away.

Alun Rees
The Cabbages of Maidanek
At Maidanek they killed the Jews
and turned them into soups and stews.
First they were stripped and showered. Then
into delousing rooms , and when
down through the vents came cyanide
like a blue snowfall, the Jews died.
They sold the dentures off for cash
and burned the bones for fertile ash,
and laid that ash upon a field
and fed the camp upon its yield.
Enriched with Jewish bones and toil,
cabbages rose from Jewish soil,
their leaves all green with growing's tones,
their veins as strong and white as bones.
But did the blue-eyed Aryan troops
know they were eating kosher soups?
Or realise that they, perforce,
grew steadily Jewish course by course?
It was so efficient, well designed:
each death was stamped and sealed and signed.
Each Jew was killed in triplicate
then resurrected on a plate.
A million and a half were killed:
oh, what a shame if the soup were spilled
to go to waste down some dark drain
and make their sacrifice in vain.
And how to understand? Don't try:
just eat your cabbage up, and cry.
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Working-class song
They are poor but they are honest,
victims of the rich man's whim,
when they ask for decent treatment
they know their hopes are bloody slim.
There's a long, long trail behind them,
blokes who struggled for the cause,
blokes who found when seeking justice
they might as well ask Santa Claus.
Those who fought the rich and mighty
were transported, jailed or shot,
for the ruling class's motto
is "Hang on to what we've got".
There were times when things got better,
when the unions won some rounds,
when a real people's party
put beliefs in front of pounds.
Then along came Margaret Thatcher,
made the profit motive king,
and the people's party followed,
joined the market-forces ring.
Now New Labour loves the mighty;
its modern message peals out plain:
it's the rich what gets the pleasure
and the poor what gets the pain.
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Tim Richards No es
I am grateful to Mike Jenkins for this opportunity to publish some of
my poems and would like to put on record that without his support
and encouragement I would never have taken up writing again.
So, now you know who to blame, let me say that I have never set out
to "become a poet" - indeed you can argue that I have failed but all I
can say is that if these are not very poefical, what's a metaphor for,
anyway?
I am a law lecturer who lives in Abertridwr (Don't cry for me...) and I
am married with two sons. I am a political activist, a Welsh socialist,
and my writing comes last but not least.
As well as writing poetry, I write short stories and actually make
money from writing freelance stuff for a magazine. Above all, I am a
frustrated script-writer, writing dramas for TV and have some superb
rejection letters to show for it. If you ever want me to do a reading let
me warn you I don't come cheap - very cheap would be a better
description.
Finally, my thanks go to my fellow poets in the Red Poets' Society
who are always an inspiration to me.

Tn

R
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chards

Young people com
the park
That's what it said in the Gwent Gazette.
It was a shock-horror story but
I wasn't shocked or horrified.
Good luck to them, I say, lucky buggers.
I wish I was young enough again
to commit sex acts in the park.
I prefer warm rooms and, best of all,
big beds to roll around on,
rather than cold, damp grass.
So what's the big fuss?
Parks are there for all of us,
to do what nature demands.
I did it on a beach once,
a sticky-fingered knee-trembler
that I still happily remember.
It's just jealousy really,
I bet they never tried it out,
groped damp knickers in the park.
The Gwent Gazette should be ashamed
of itself, really - pretending it's news.
What do they is new
about young people
attempting sex in the dark,
using the local park?
So forget the old farts,
old before their time. I bet they
never committed sex acts in the park.

sex act in
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Tim R chards
The dark valley
It was a silent night,
its darkness disturbed
by the low throaty
roar of an underground fan.
In that quiet night,
the Windsor mine breathed
and the ventilation shaft
exhumed stank air from the pit.
In the dark, silent void,
the slow persistent sound
of that fan continued,
breathing life.
In that night
of struggle, the depths
exhaled resistance,
a future gasping for air.
In that desperate night,
I dreamed of failure,
of bitter death
and suffocation.
In that dark night,
they killed us,
turned out the light,
destroyed our rights.
Tonight, I listen,
ten years on,
and nothing breathes.
The mine is dead.
But, in the middle of the night,
I remember the dark roar
when the ground beneath us breathed
and we fought for life.

Tim R chards
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Purple plague rap
Ring a ring of roses,
pocket full of posies
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

There's a guy called Tony,
he's really a Tory.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all turned blue.

Things turned sour
with the Tories in power.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

There's no turning back
he's really a hack.
Tony the Tory,
all feel blue.

The Tories were thick
their laws were sick.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

Ring a ring of posers,
bunch of brown nosers.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

It was a Major mistake
they were all on the take.
Tishoo, tishoo,
money going down.

Sick of Labour Tories
purple purgatory?
Keep up the pressure.
Don't fall down.

Forget the opposition.
What was their position?
Tishoo, tishoo,
an empty sound.

Attack the politicians.
Fight their decisions.
We know the issues,
ignore the clowns.

Pink Labour roses,
soundbites and poses.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

A ring of Labour roses?
Ignore their poses.
WE are the issue, so
stand up and fight!

Now listen to a story
about a closet Tory.
Tishoo, tishoo,
all fall down.

The sheep of Wales
What do you see when you travel Wales?
Millions of sheep, all calmly grazing,
mouths munching platitudes of grass.
But there's ten million of them,
so what if they raised their political consciousness?
What power they could gain,
militant sheep, organised and educated,
resisting the slaughterhouses, boycotting the farmers,
challenging the sheepdogs?
What if they ran away, over the hills
and fought back by being absent
when the sheepdogs demanded their submission?
It would be a revolution of sheep
and what could be done about it?
Nothing, if they were properly organised.
Then we might see some change,
with a liberation mmy of sheep
fighting a perilla war for freedo
Breaking through the fences that restrict them
they would discover their power,
remaking their lives, free from their rulers.
Sheep of Wales, unite!
You have nothing to lose
but your lives.

Tim Rtc a ds
Capitalists
They nothing about money.
Though they invest billions
and they gamble millions,
they know nothing about money,
about feeding coins into meters,
measuring your life in cubic metres.
They live in a world where money
is taken for granted, not earnt
but siphoned off and burnt.
So they know nothing about money,
except its power and birth,
and they know all about money but its worth.
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Tinz R c a ds
Drunk
Have you ever got pissed? Really drunk?
So many pints that you didn't know you were there?
Have you ever had walls throw themselves at you?
Felt perfectly solid floors move under you?
Been the only person to suffer the Cardiff earthquake of 1995?
Have you ever been sick? Seriously sick?
So sick that you wanted to be someone else?
Have you ever thrown up against a concrete wall?
Studied your puke as if it was wallpaper
because there was nothing else to look at?
Have you ever vomited like a jet?
Through the nose, violently attacking the furniture?
Have you ever become a deadly weapon?
Spraying your stomach around,
being offensively sick, on automatic fire?
Have you ever considered becoming dangerous?
Thought about a career that suits you?
Haven't you realised your profitability,
recognised your true value to society,
as a non-lethal, organo-chemical weapon?
Have you realised the money you could make
as a professional crowd-control operative?
Haven't you realised your employment potential,
as a paramilitary policeman,
spraying Newci-brown and cherry brandy in a riot?
No? Call yourself a piss artist?
You've got no imagination!

Ti n Ric ards
Immigrant blues
Oh, I say, it simply isn't right.
I came here to get away from them.
Blacks and Pakis - the whole bloody lot.
I found a delightful little manor house
tucked away in the countryside,
only to find another bloody lot,
talking a foreign language,
jabbering away as if it wasn't Britain,
saying that, because it's Wales, it's not!
There's no point in politics here,
they're so backward, all independents.
It's best to keep your head down and plot.
But there's still money to be made,
if you know which backs to scratch,
buy the land quietly and you can make a lot.
A few years ago, we had some local trouble.
Some peasants burnt down a few houses.
Insurance premiums went to pot!
But they've quietened down recently.
In fact they seem strangely silent,
but we've got them tamed, what?
The scenery's fine, the manor's mine
and we've taken over the local pub,
except Saturdays, when we get the local lot.
They're so rude, they even sing songs
in words I cannot understand.
I tell you, this country's going to rot!
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Malta Y village ear Tirabad
Driving over Mynydd Epynt,
it caught my eye,
Bavaria in Powys,
a British Army folly.
Millions were spent
on these uninhabitable homes
for alien invaders,
a playground for killers.
Bizarre and empty,
this military village
is a hollow reminder
of our rulers' power.
Its =consecrated church towers
over empty concrete boxes
that the homeless might fight for,
far superior to the cardboard in Cardiff.
The Brutish Army built them,
to play out our nightmare,
rehearsing the death of Wales,
killing all resistance but the sheep.

Tim Rtcha ds
Fuck 'ern
Fuck 'em is not swearing.
It's not a mindless response,
but the distilled experience
of generations of the working class.
Fuck 'em is the natural response
to being sacked, refused benefits,
hassled by the cops, baited by the rich
and being philosophical about it.
Fuck 'em is swearing as language
expressing centuries of exploitation.
It is not a nice phrase
but it's the best way to survive.
Fuck 'em is the only way to strive,
to surface after the dive,
to say we're not giving in
and show that we're still alive.
Fuck 'em is art, created out of imagination,
driven by desperation, out of indignation,
recycled as irony and resistance,
to become a phrase of creation.
Fuck 'em.
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Dwr Cymru
The sign said it all.
Dwr Cymru, Welsh Water.
So I inspected my investment.
A lake and a dam.
No village beneath,
just Welsh land.
The bland reservoir,
curtained by trees,
neat like it should be.
Tidy, mind,
these still waters,
nature's gift of leisure
bound by fishing rights
sold off for pleasure.
Down the valley
I followed the pipeline,
traced the vein of life
to Cefn and Merthyr,
down to the cramped houses,
to the single mothers
and families scratching
for money from the tips
that were once a decent wage.
Scrimping and saving
in order to survive,
not to live, mind you,
but to pay the bills,
sip the drips and exist.

Down the valley
I had to go, down to the seas again,
not for the lonely sea or the sky,
but to see the blown slick and the surf
thrown up on the beaches,
of condoms and colostomy bags
for the seagulls to enjoy.
Down to the bottom of the sea
went the sea from our bottoms,
making money, brass from muck,
gold for shit for
Dwr Cymru - or was it
Cachwyr Cymru?
The sign said it all,
on the post-modern
office block in Cardiff Bay,
with gleaming windows
shielding the accountants,
who search their screens
for greater profits,
screwing the figures down,
pumping the bills up,
making money from my investment.
Dwr Cymru, the sign said.
Welsh Water, stolen by our rulers,
sold off to the City of London,
but still claiming to be ours.
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Siâiz Roberts no es
I was born in 1960 in Merthyr Tydfil and have lived most
of my life in Pontlottyn in the Upper Rhymney Valley. I
grew up as part of a close family, two sisters, one brother
and what seemed like hundreds of aunties. I have many
memories of life here and it is these memories together
with personal experiences which have inspired much of
my poetry.
I give a lot of my time to working both professionally and
voluntarily in the communi.ty and became involved in
local politics in 1989 when I met my second husband,
Alun.
I have two teenage daughters who keep me in touch with
the youth scene and the whole family leads a busy, if not
chaotic, life dashing from work to home and from home to
one meeting or another.
Many of the events which happen along the way inspire
me to write. This explains the wide variety of poetry, from
the comical "Aunty Cass" to the more serious "Domestic
Violence", both of which are accounts of actual events. In
many ways, my poems are a reflection of life as I see it.
I have sought inspiration from other poets, mainly people
I know as friends and other members of the Red Poets'
Society. Tim Richards and Mike Church have often been
the inspiration behind ideas for poems and Mike Jenkins
has been a constant source of encouragement, if not nagging, and for this I am grateful.

Siâiz Roberts
For better... for worse
I hate it when you fart in bed
and pull the duvet over my head
so that the smell creeps
silently up to my pillow.
I hate the way you eat your food,
it really is grotesquely rude.
The way the juice runs down your chin
because you've shovelled too much in.
I hate it when you watch TV,
totally ignoring me.
Sometimes I may as well be dead
until it's time to go to bed.
Then suddenly you come to life
and realise that I'm your wife.
No kisses first, no loving pecks,
just into beds and on with sex.
You weren't like this when we got wed.
I would kick myself for what I said.
Those marriage vows I truly curse,
especially that bit "for better... for worse".
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For victims of domestic violence
"I'm sorry," he said, "It won't happen again".
And I believed him, because I thought he loved me.
"I'm sorry," he said, "It won't happen again".
And I believed him, because I thought I loved him.
"I'm sorry," he said, "It won't happen again".
And I believed him, because I wanted to. Until...
"I'm sorry," he said, "It won't happen again".
Words, empty words in an empty world.
And then I knew I didn't even want to believe him
and I walked away with nothing left
but the bruises and a shattered mind.
The world went by, living its own life
while I stood still, staring and bewildered.
But slowly, very slowly, life returned
and once again my world began to move.
My mind woke, stretching, thinking, feeling.
I felt remorse, and then the relief. I cried, but then I laughed.
The bruises faded and bit by tiny bit
I picked up the pieces of my puzzled life
and put them back to together.
When the last tiny piece was put in place
I saw the picture was different this time.
The words were still the same, but spoken in a different voice.
My voice, my mind talking to my life.
"I'm sorry..." it said "...it won't happen again".

The Absentee M.E.P.
I think she really must exist
I've seen her once before
on that glossy manifesto
I had put through my front door.
It was coming up to June the 9th
when she was in the news
but I haven't seen that woman since
and I'm running out of clues.
She won the seat on June the 12th
and I've got a funny feeling
that she was seen on June the 13th
heading back to Ealing.
Have you seen thi.s woman?
Do you know where she could be?
Help us solve the mysterious case
of the Absent M.E.P.
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Siâiz Roberts
Perturbed Monthly
Transformation PAIT
A placed person of quiet temperament, easy going, laid back.
My hectic, unorganised life, quite happily I hack.
I go about my business in a calm, unruffled way
and I can always do tomorrow what I haven't done today.
Until the cyclic seed of womanhood germinates
and things start to go wrong.
Simple tasks and daily chores take three times as long.
The rhyming, rhythmic flow of life is suddenly interrupted
by the overwhelming feeling that everything and everyone is out to
get me
and nothing I do goes right.
Since when has the Hoover had a mind of its own,
hurtling round the kitchen
knocking pots and pans from their neat, symmetrical pyramid.
Adding clatter to the already deafening sounds
going round and round in my head.
The washing machine performs a tribal dance
to the frenzied banging of the drum.
Inching its way from under the worktop
to the applause of the dinner plates
clattering in the drainer above.

Sia Rober s
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Suddenly the smoke alarm decides to tell me
tha the Beef Stuffed Enchilada (or BSE for short)
is more than cooked, and the smoke drifts off into the
other room to let the family know that Mum's burnt the dinner.
"Well done, Mum!" is the only response to the warning of the smoke alarm
I could be standing in the kitchen burning to death,
having just spontaneously combusted, and the whole family would shout
'Well done, Mum!"
Ah well, we won't get Mad Cow Disease - the BSE is in the bin.
Hang on! Maybe I've already got it. Maybe I'm already a Mad Cow.
I've been like this for days, bad head, bad back, bad temper.
Then reality hits me like an Acme anvil out of the sky... SMACK!
It's "that" time again. That cursed time when for one week,
one whole nightmarish week, I am taken over by the Stalin Syndrome,
and the red flags fly.
I'm totally irrational, argumentative and depressed.
Don't look at me, don't talk to me, don't try and cheer me up.
You don't love me anymore, you're having an affair,
you don't understand and YOU DON'T CARE... but
I know that in a day or two my life will once more be
organised and finely tuned, in perfect harmony.
I won't be a manic depressive or behave indignantly:
that only happens once a month when I get PMT.

B rthday Rap
(written on the first anniversary of Tony Blair's election)
Happy birthday Mr Blair
It's been a year and you're still there.
Enamelled grin and lacquered hair Happy birthday Mr Blair.
A year ago New Labour was born,
the country woke to a brand new dawn,
a red rose opened in the morning air Happy birthday Mr Blair.
Things have changed since you came to rule,
we've got bigger classes in our school,
another sacked teacher, no money to spare Happy birthday Mr Blair.
Wait even longer for a hospital bed,
that's not exactly what you said.
If that's your idea of patient care Happy birthday Mr Blair.
What about the promise of a minimum wage,
three quid an hour is a bloody outrage,
low-paid workers - what do you care?
Happy birthday Mr Blair.
When you sit down to your birthday tea,
think about the working-class people like me,
they are the people who put you there Happy birthday Mr Blair.

Siâiz Roberts
Three pounds sixty an hour
a play on words
I think I got the wrong end of the stick.
Forgive me please, if I seem a bit thick.
I thought a minimum wage meant I'd get more pay.
At least I thought that's what I heard them say.
But I appear to be wrong, I misunderstood.
It's a pity though, it would have been good.
What it really means is that if I get a job,
they only have to give me a couple of bob.
So the minimum wage, at the end of the day
literally means minimum pay... get it?
Yeah... so do I!
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Sian Roberts
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Aunty Cass

My elderly aunt was 86,
but she was a bit of a lass.
Affectionately known to everyone
as dear old Aunty Cass.
I would visit every Tuesday
to help with the household chores,
changing beds, Hoovering
and mopping kitchen floors.
One Tuesday she approached me,
she needed something more.
An answer to a question
about a film the night before.
She and her friend Maggie
who was only 82
had watched a film on Channel Four
which could only be classed as blue:
"Now tell us something, dear."
They both looked quite perplexed.
"Can you explain to both of us,
ust what is oval sex?"
It's oral sex," I answered.
"And this is how it's done.
You put his... thingy in your mouth
and suck it 'til he comes."
"Oh, ach a fi, oh ach a fi!"
was the response from Aunty Cass.
"What's it like, will you tell us?"
her young friend Maggie asked.
It grieved them both, both widows
for 20 years or more,
to find there were ways of "doing 't"
they never knew before.

Siâiz Roberts
Tonight's the night
Feeling amorous last night
I went to the bathroom
spruced myself up and rubbed myself down
with some sweet, scented musk oil.
And I thought: "YES...
tonight's the night."
My husband, on the other hand, was watching TV.
He went to the kitchen
topped his glass up and sat himself down
to watch... THE SCOTTISH REFERENDUM.
And he thought: "YES... YES...
tonight's the night."
I flirted around a bit, trying to look sexy.
As sexy as my Winnie the Pooh
nightshirt would allow.
I sat down, inched my way closer
and thought: "PLEASE...
let tonight be the night."
My husband, on the other hand, shifted about a bit.
As much as the space between the armchair
and the TV would allow.
He sat down, inched his way closer
and thought: "PLEASE... PLEASE...
let tonight be the night."
So I gave up trying and he sat there watching.
Then I went to be in a sulk
but couldn't sleep. I tossed and turned
until I heard his triumphant cries...
"YES... THANK GOD THEY'VE DONE IT...
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT."
Then, feeling victorious, he went to the bathroom.
Washed himself down, spruced himself up
and came to bed. And shall we say...
responded to my amorous antics.
"YES... YES... YES..." I cried.
"TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT."
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Sian Roberts
Another quid for Camelot
I've got an itch, I've got a scratch,
if only I could make a match...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.
Three amounts which are the same
would win a fortune on this game...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.
So many to choose from, which one'll I buy
"Over the moon" or "Pie in the sky",
"Double your money" or "Lucky catch"...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.
It doesn't really matter which one I get
I haven't won a fortune yet...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.
This time I might get lucky though,
I've got two jackpots, one to go...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.
Another loser's what I've got,
another quid for Camelot.
If only I could make a match...
Scritch, scratch, scritch, scratch.

Siâii Roberts
Saturday night at the precinct
Gangs on street corners,
graffiti-painted precinct.
Hardboard-covered windows
signed by local thugs.
Kids under age - drunk
on cheap beer and cider.
Older kids - high
on dope or glue.
A carpet of chip papers,
beer cans and chewing gum,
fag ends and crisp bags,
curry-stained cartons.
A vandalised litter bin
thrown down the alleyway.
No-one goes down there,
it's home to the thugs.
A string of foul language
aimed at the shoppies
for not selling booze
to an under-age kid.
A brick through the window
"Go home you Paki bastards"
"Sell us the booze or we'll
take it anyway."
Loud music - a fast car
full of "deprived" kids
wearing eighty quid trainers.
Designer jeans, torn and frayed.
Baggy shirts and baseball caps,
they all look the same.
Breaking glass, security alarm.
Not a policeman in sight.
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